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ABSTRACT. This paper contains results of the following sort: If G is a locally

compact group and H is a closed subgroup such that the coset space G/H is

locally connected, then HGo is open in G. If G is a locally compact group

such that G/Go is compact, then every closed subgroup of G is compactly

generated if and only if Go has no noncompact simple factor.

This paper consists of applications and extensions of the results of the present

authors in four previous papers, [1—4]. Most of the terminology is consistent with

that of [3] in which there is a motivating introduction.

In §1, we consider some sufficient conditions for subgroups of the form HGq to be

open or closed, where H is a subgroup of a locally compact group G. We show that if

H is a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G such that the coset space G/H

is locally connected, then GHr, is open in G. In regard to the question of whether

or not the product of two closed subgroups is closed, we show that, if G is a first

countable locally compact group, and if K and H are closed subgroups of G with

the property that, for some neighborhood P of e in G, HUHdK C H, then KH is

closed, Remark 1.10. One should compare this result with [9, Lemma 1.15]. In §2,

we discuss closed subgroups of compactly generated groups, considering conditions

under which a closed subgroup of a compactly generated group is itself compactly

generated. We show that if G is a locally compact group such that G /Go is compact,

then every closed normal subgroup is compactly generated, Theorem 2.2. We also

show that, if G is a locally compact group such that G /Go is compact, then every

closed subgroup of G is compactly generated if and only if Go has no noncompact

simple factor, Theorem 2.8. Proposition 2.1 generalizes the result of Grosser amd

Moskowitz, that every closed subgroup of a compactly generated [PG]-group is

compactly generated [5].

Subgroups of the form PGo. In this section we shall consider some sufficient

conditions for subgroups of the form PGo to be open, where H is a subgroup of

the locally compact group G.

LEMMA 1.1. If H is a closed normal subgroup of a locally compact group G

such that G/H is a Lie group and G = KGq, where K is a totally disconnected

compact normal subgroup, such that K n Go = e, then HGo is open in G.

PROOF. Since KH is closed KH/H S K/K n H is a Lie group. Since K is

totally disconnected, K/KC\H is discrete; so KC\H is open in K. Since PTlGo = e,
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we have KGq/Gq = K; and (K n P)Go is open in KG0 — G. Thus PGo is open

in G.

LEMMA 1.2. If H is a closed normal subgroup of a locally compact group such

that G/H is a Lie group, and if Go contains no nontrivial compact normal sub-

groups, then HGq is open.

PROOF. Let Gx be an open subgroup of G such that Gx/Gq is compact, [7,

2.3.1]. There is a totally disconnected compact normal subgroup K of Gx such

that Gx = KG0 [6]. Now Gx/Gx HP = GXH/H which is a Lie group. Thus

(Gi nP)Go is open in Gx, hence in G, by Lemma 1.1. It follows that PGo is open

inG.

The next theorem is generalized by some theorems which follow it. We state it

separately as a theorem since it covers the most interesting case.

THEOREM 1.3. If H is a closed normal subgroup of a locally compact group G

such that G/H is a Lie group, then HGo is open.

PROOF. Let K be maximal compact normal subgroup of Go- Then G/K is a

locally compact group with identity component Gq/K which has no nontrivial com-

pact normal subgroups and G/K/HK/K = G/HK is a Lie group. By Lemma 1.2,

iHK/K)iG0/K) = HG0/K is open in G/K. Consequently HG0 is open in G.

THEOREM 1.4. If H is a closed subgroup of a locally compact group G and

G/H is locally connected, then GqH is open.

PROOF. We can assume that Go is a Lie group. To see this, we let H and

G satisfy the hypothesis and let K be the compact normal subgroup of Go such

that G0/K is a Lie group [7, 4.6]. We have G0H/K S iG/K)0iH/K),G/KH
homeomorphic to G/K/KH/K, and G/K H locally connected. Now, if G0H/K is

open in G/K, then GoP is open in G. Thus our assumption from this point on

that Go is a Lie group is justified. We can also assume that G /Go is compact, by

using the fact that there is an open subgroup Gx such that Gx/Gq is compact and

employing the technique in the proof of Lemma 1.2.

A further reduction can be made as follows. By Theorem 2.6, p. 58 of [7], there

is a compact normal subgroup K such that G/K is metric. It follows that G is

finite dimensional and G/H is also. If N = {g G G: gxH = xH for all x e G},

then N is normal in G, N C P, and G/N acts effectively on G/H is an obvious

way. By the corollary of paragraph 6.3, p. 243 of [7], G/N is a Lie group. Thus,

by Theorem 1.3, Gc¡N is open in G. The proof is complete since GoP D Go-/V.

If K is a compact normal subgroup of a locally compact group G such that G/K

is locally connected, then GqK/K is the identity component of G/K. Thus, GoP

is open in G and this special case does not depend on Theorem 1.4. Even so, we

state the following result as a corollary for purpose of easy reference.

COROLLARY. Let G be a locally compact group. For G /Go to be compact it is

necessary and sufficient that there exists a compact normal subgroup K of G such

that G/K is a Lie group with a finite number of components.

PROOF. The necessity is well known, p. 175 of [7].

For the proof of the sufficiency, let K be a compact normal subgroup of G such

that G/K is a Lie group with a finite number of components. It follows that G/GqK
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is finite since GoP is open and GqK/K is the identity component of G/K. Thus

G/Go is compact.

We call a closed subgroup H oí G uniform if the coset space G/H is compact.

REMARK 1.5. Let H be a uniform subgroup of a locally compact group G. If

Q is a compact normal subgroup of H, then Q is contained in a compact normal

subgroup of G.

PROOF. Since G/H is compact, G = PP for some compact set D = D~l.

For x e Q, {dhxh_1d~l : h G H,d G D} C DQD and DQD is compact. Hence
Q C P(G) n B(G), where P(G) and P(G) are the periodic elements and bounded

element of G respectively, and Q generates a compact normal subgroup of G, [5].

COROLLARY. Let H be a closed pro-Lie uniform subgroup of a locally compact

group G. Then there exists a compact normal subgroup P of G such that HP/P is

a Lie group. In particular, if H is a compactly generated locally protective nilpotent

group, we can choose P so that HP/P is a torsion free compactly generated nilpotent

Lie group.

REMARK 1.6. If G is a locally compact group, Gx an open subgroup, and H a

closed subgroup of G, then GoP is closed if and only if GoP n Gx is closed.

PROOF. The "only if" part is clear.

Suppose now that G0H n Gx is closed, and let P = GoP- Then F C\GX is

open in P. Hence {GqH) D Gx is dense in F n Gx. If GoP fl Gx is closed, then

GoPnGi = PflGi, so GoPnGi is open in P. Thus G0H = P = GoP, and G0H
is closed.

REMARK 1.7. Let G be a locally compact group, and P a closed subgroup of

G. Then GoP is closed if for some open subgroup Gx of G such that Gx/Gq is

compact, we have that Hx/Hx fl Go is compact, where Hx — H C\GX.

PROOF. Since Hx/Hx fl Go is compact, HxGo/Gq is compact. Hence PiG0 is

closed, and, consequently, PGo = GoP is closed also.

If G is pro-Lie, then there is an open normal subgroup Gx of G such that Gx/Go

is compact. This is Corollary 2 of Proposition 1.6 [3]. In relation to this result

and the corollary of Theorem 1.4 above, we have the following example of a pro-Lie

group G with a closed subgroup P such that GoP is not closed.

EXAMPLE 1.1. Let G = R x D, where R is the additive group of real numbers

and D the dyadic numbers. Then Go = R. Let u be the monothetic generator of D

and let P = {{n, un) : n an integer}. Then P is a closed subgroup of G but GoP is

not closed. However, G is a pro-Lie group since it is abelian and locally compact.

PROPOSITION 1.8. Let G be a pro-Lie group, and H a closed subgroup of G.

Then there exists a compact subgroup L of G such that GqH — GqHL, L is a

normal subgroup of GqH, and GqH/L is a Lie group.

PROOF. Since G is pro-Lie, GoP is pro-Lie. Let K be any compact normal

subgroup of G such that G/K is Lie. Then G/K contains GqK/K as an open

subgroup since GqK/K is the identity component of G/K. Hence GqKH/K is an

open and closed subgroup of G/K, and we have GoP C GqHK. If L = GoP Cl K,

L is normal in GoP and is a compact subgroup of G. We claim that GqHL is closed

and contains GoP. Note that GqHK/K is a Lie group and there is a continuous

isomorphism of GqH/GqHC\K onto GqHK/K. Hence GoH/G0HnK is also a Lie
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group. By Theorem 1.4, GoL is open in GoP, so GqLH is open and hence closed

in GoP. Now GqHL = Gr,LH = GqH; so we have proved the claim, and hence

the propostion.

In general, it is very difficult to give a condition under which the product of two

closed subgroups is closed; e.g. see [11, Theorem 2.7]. The following two remarks

should be compared with Lemma 1.14 and Lemma 1.15 of [9].

REMARK 1.9. Let G be a first countable locally compact group, and let K be

a discrete subgroup of G. If A denotes a subgroup of K and N — JV"g(A) denotes

the normalizer of A in G, then NK is closed in G.

PROOF. Let {n¡7¿} be a sequence in NK converging to z G G, where n¿ G N and

7i G K. Let 6 be any element of A. Then {%1n~16ni~n} 1S a sequence in K con-

verging to z~x6z. Because K is discrete, there exists ir¡ such that 7~1n~1<5n¿7¿ =

iroln701Sniolio for evei7 * £ *0- This means that ¿n¿7i7~1n~1 = nilii^nT^S for

each i > to. Hence rc»7t7Z «7 G Zq(A) for each i > Íq, where Zq(A) denotes

the centralizer of A in G. Consequently, ní07¿07~1ni G Zq(A) C JVg(A) = N

for each i > Íq. This shows that 7¿07t_1 G N for each i > z'o- For each i > ir,,

let lilïo = xi e ^> t^ien ni7i = nixilio — n¿7to> where n[ — niXi G N. Since

rc¿7¿ -+ z, we have n¿7i0 —» 2 and, hence, n\ —> 37" . Now N is closed, so

2T7"1 =neN. Thus 2 = n7¿0 G iVP, and 7VP is closed.

REMARK l.lfj. Let G be a first countable locally compact group, and let K

and P be closed subgroups of G with the property that, for some neighborhood O

of e in G, PfiP n K C H. Then HK is closed in G.

PROOF. Let {/i¿7¿} be a sequence in HK converging to z G G. Choose a

neighborhood F of e in G such that V = V-1cV2cf2. Then there exists ¿0 such

that hm e Vz for i > Íq. Hence for each i > Íq, there is u¿ G V such that w¿fe¿7¿ =

2. Consequently, we have lí^hT^vT^Vihifi = e, i.e. hT^vT^Vihi = 7¿o7í_1 e ^ for

each i > íq. Since HV2H (~) K C H, 7¿07¿rl G P for each » > ¿o- Thus for each

i > ¿0) 7« = ^¿lio f°r some /i£ G P. This implies that h^f^ = /i¿7¿ —> 2, or, i.e.

hih'i —> 27Z , and we have that ¿7o1 G P. Hence z G P7¿0 C HK, and the proof

is completed.

2. Closed subgroups of compactly generated groups. It is well known

that not every closed subgroup of a compactly generated group is compactly gen-

erated. In [8] it is proved that every closed subgroup of a compactly generated

nilpotent group is compactly generated; and it is shown in [5] that every closed

subgroup of a compactly generated [PC]"-group is compactly generated. In this

section we shall give several sufficient conditions under which a closed subgroup

of a compactly generated group is itself compactly generated. One of our results

extends the result stated above for [PG]~-groups. By "compactly generated" we

mean generated by a compact neighborhood of the identity. In particular, com-

pactly generated groups are locally compact.

It is clear that, if G is a locally compact group and if K is a closed uniform sub-

group of G, then K is compactly generated if and only if G is compactly generated.

PROPOSITION 2.1. Suppose that H is a closed normal subgroup of a locally

compact group G, and that every closed subgroup of G/H and every closed subgroup
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of H is compactly generated. If F is a closed subgroup of G such that F H is closed,

then F is compactly generated.

PROOF. Since both G/H and P are compactly generated, G is compactly

generated, hence G is tr-compact. As a closed subgroup of a cr-compact group, P is

(j-compact. If FH is closed, FH/H is compactly generated by assumption. Hence

F/F n P is also compactly generated since F/F C\H = FH/H. Since F D P is

compactly generated, P is compactly generated as desired.

COROLLARY 1. If K is a compact normal subgroup of a locally compact group

G, and if every closed subgroup of G/K is compactly generated, then every closed

subgroup of G is compactly generated.

COROLLARY 2 [5]. Every closed subgroup of a compactly generated [FC}~-

group is compactly generated.

PROOF. There exists a compact normal subgroup K such that G/K = V x Zl,

where V is a vector group and / a positive integer. Thus every closed subgroup of

G/K is compactly generated. The conclusion now follows from Corollary 1 above.

COROLLARY 3. Let G be a compactly generated group. If there exists a compact

normal subgroup K such that G/K is a connected solvable group, then every closed

subgroup of G is compactly generated.

PROOF. Every closed subgroup of a connected solvable Lie group is compactly

generated.

THEOREM 2.2. Let G be a locally compact group such that G/Gq is compact.

Then every closed normal subgroup is compactly generated.

PROOF. It is clear that G is compactly generated. Let P be a closed normal

subgroup of G. Let Q be a maximal compact normal subgroup of G such that G/Q

is a Lie group. Note that, if we can show that FQ/Q is compactly generated, then

P will also be compactly generated. Hence we may assume that G is a Lie group.

With this assumption, G/Gq is a finite Lie group. Hence F/F n Go — FGq/Gq

is finite. Thus we may further assume that G is connected. Now Po is normal in

G, G/Po is connected and F/F0 is a totally disconnected normal subgroup. Hence

F/Fq is central in G/Fq. Therefore P/Po is finitely generated. This implies that

P is compactly generated.

COROLLARY. The center of a locally compact group G such that G /Go is com-

pact is compactly generated.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let G be a compactly generated pro-Lie group and H a

closed subgroup such that G/H has a finite invariant measure. Then H is compactly

generated.

PROOF. Let K be any compact normal subgroup of G such that G/K is a Lie

group. Then G/K/HK/K has a finite invariant measure. By Theorem 4.3 of [9],

HK/K is compactly generated. Hence P is compactly generated.

Recall that the radical of a locally compact group G is a maximal normal solvable

connected subgroup of G, and that every subgroup of a Lie group admits a unique

maximal normal solvable subgroup [9, Corollary 8.6, p. 142].
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LEMMA 2.4. Let G be an analytic group such that G/R is compact, where R is

the radical of G, and let H be any closed subgroup of G. If H' denotes the unique

maximal normal solvable subgroup of H, then H/H' is compact.

PROOF. Let F = PP. Then P = R(F)H, [12], where R(F) denotes the radical
of P. Since G/R is compact, and R C R(F), it follows that G/R(F) is compact.

This implies that F/R(F) is compact, since P is closed in G. This means that

H/HC\R(F) = F/R(F) is compact. Now R(F)C\H is a normal solvable subgroup

of P. Hence R(F) n P C H' C P, and H/H' is compact.

LEMMA 2.5. Let G be an analytic solvable group, H a closed subgroup, and Hq

the identity component of P.  Then every subgroup of H/Hq is finitely generated.

PROOF. This is Corollary 3.9, p. 54 of [9].

THEOREM 2.6. If G is a connected locally compact group such that G/R is

compact, where R is the radical of G, then every closed subgroup of G is compactly

generated.

PROOF. First note that we may assume that G is an analytic group. To see

this let K be a maximal compact normal subgroup of G such that G/K is a Lie

group. Then it is easy to see that, in order to show every closed subgroup of G

is compactly generated, it is sufficient to show every closed subgroup of G/K is

compactly generated. This justifies our assumption that G is analytic.

Let P be a closed subgroup of G. Then H/H' is compact by Lemma 2.4. let

P = RH. Then, by the proof of Lemma 2.4, P(P)nP C P' C P, and H/R(F)C\H

is compact. If P = R(F) fl H, then P is a subgroup of a connected solvable group

R(F). Now P/(P)o is finitely generated by Lemma 2.5, and (P)o is connected.

Hence P is compactly generated. Consequently, P is compactly generated.

LEMMA 2.7. Let G be a locally compact group such that G/Gq is compact. If

Q is the maximal compact normal subgroup of G such that G/Q is a Lie group,

then every closed subgroup of G is compactly generated if and only if every closed

subgroup of GqQ is compactly generated.

PROOF. It is clear that, if every closed subgroup of G is compactly generated,

then every closed subgroup of GqQ is compactly generated.

Conversely, assume that every closed subgroup of Go<3 is compactly generated,

and let L be a closed subgroup of G. Since G/Q is a Lie group, Theorem 1.3

implies that Go<9 is open in G. Hence LGqQ is open and closed in G. Now G/GqQ

is compact. Hence L is compactly generated by Proposition 2.1.

THEOREM 2.8. Let G be a locally compact group such that G/Gq is compact.

Then every closed subgroup of G is compactly generated if and only if Gq has no

noncompact simple factor.

PROOF. Suppose that Go has no noncompact simple factor. Then Gq/R(Gq)

is compact, and hence every closed subgroup of Go is compactly generated by

Thoerem 2.6. Let Q be the maximal compact normal subgroup of G. It follows that

every closed subgroup of GqQ, and hence every closed subgroup of G is compactly

generated.
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For the converse, we note first that, since GoflQ is the maximal compact normal

subgroup of Go such that Gq/GqDQ is a Lie group, GqQ/Q is a Lie group. Hence we

may assume that Go is an analytic group. Suppose Go has a noncompact analytic

simple subgroup S. Using the adjoint representation, we may assume that S is a

linear group. By Theorem 14.1 of [9], S contains a lattice T. Then T contains a

nonabelian free group I". For otherwise T contains a solvable subgroup A of finite

index, [10]. By the density theorem of Borel [9, Chapter V], T is algebraically

dense in S. Thus S is solvable. This contradiction completes the proof.

A locally compact group is a generalized [PG]-group, [1], iî G = Ax D A2 D

■ ■ ■ D An D An+i = e, where each Ai is a closed normal subgroup of G such

that Ai/Ai+X is a compactly generated [PG]~-group. We note that every analytic

generalized [PC]--group has no nontrivial noncompact simple factor.

LEMMA 2.9. Let H be a closed normal subgroup of a locally compact group

G such that G/H is compact, and let every closed subgroup of H be compactly

generated. IfGx is any open subgroup of G such that Gx/Gq is compact, then every

closed subgroup of Gx is compactly generated.

PROOF. We may assume that Gx = G. To see this we first note that GiP

is an open subgroup and that GXH/H is compact. Since Gx is open we have the

natural homeomorphism of Gx/Gx C\ H onto GXH/H. If we let Hx = Gx D P, Hx

is a closed normal subgroup of Gx, Gx/Hx is compact and every closed subgroup

of Hx is compactly generated. Thus our assumption is justified.

Furthermore we may assume that G is analytic since G/Gq is compact and since

factoring out the maximal compact normal subgroup of G results in a Lie group.

Now every closed subgroup of P is compactly generated. Hence, by Theorem 2.8,

Po has no noncompact simple factor. Let S be a noncompact simple factor of

G. Then S C\ Hq is normal in 5. But S has no proper normal subgroup unless

it is central in S. SHq/Hq has a noncompact simple factor. If G' = G/H0 and

H' = H/Hq, H' is central in G', and G'/H = G/H is compact. Hence G' does

not contain any nontrivial noncompact simple factor, and, consequently, SHq/Hq

is trivial, and the proof is completed.

PROPOSITION 2.10. Suppose that H is a closed uniform normal subgroup of a

locally compact group G such that every closed subgroup of H is compactly generated,

and H normalizes some open subgroup Gx of G, where Gx/Gq is compact. Then

every closed subgroup of G is compactly generated.

PROOF. Let P be a closed subgroup of G. By the lemma above, every closed

subgroup of Gx is compactly generated. Since GiP is open in G, G/GXH is finite.

Let Pi = P n GXH. We have Fx/Fx nd = FXGX/GX C GXH/GX = H/H n Gx.
Thus FX/FXC\GX, is compactly generated, being topologically isomorphic to a closed

subgroup of H/H C\ Gx. Thus Pi is compactly generated since Pi fl Gi is. Now P

is compactly generated since F/Fx = F/FC\GXH = F(GXH)/GXH is finite.

THEOREM 2.11. Let H be a closed uniform normal subgroup of a locally com-

pact group G such that every closed subgroup of H is compactly generated. If F is

a closed subgroup of G which normalizes an open subgroup Gx of G, where Gx/Gq

is compact, then F is compactly generated.
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PROOF. Since GiP is open in G, GXFH/H is compact. Now GXF/GXF n

P = GXFH/H, and GXF C\H is compactly generated. Hence GiP is compactly

generated. Also F/F(lGx = GXF/GX, and F/FC\GX is compactly generated.

Furthermore, PflGi is compactly generated by Lemma 2.9. Hence P is compactly

generated.

COROLLARY l. Let H be a closed uniform normal subgroup of a locally compact

group G such that every closed subgroup of H is compactly generated. Then every

closed normal subgroup of G is compactly generated.

COROLLARY 2. //, in addition, H is assumed to be pro-Lie in Corollary 1 then

every closed subgroup of G is compactly generated.

REMARK. If P is a compactly generated projective nilpotent subgroup of G such

that G/H is compact, then every closed subgroup of P is compactly generated, and

hence every closed subgroup of G is compactly generated.
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